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Thousands of workers across Ireland have 
came out to show their opposition to cuts 
as part of the European wide day of 
protest. Workers attended lunchtime 
rallies against the cuts in Belfast, Derry 

and Dublin, on 29th September. 

Over 5,000 people attended the rallies 
at Belfast City Hall and the Guildhall in 
Derry. Union officials attacked the cuts 
and spelt out that the necessity for cuts is 
a myth. Peter Bunting told workers at the 
lunchtime rally outside Belfast City Hall: 
"The reasons for imposing cuts are myths. 

They will lead us into an economic 
depression which will wreak havoc on 

Northern Ireland. 

"It is a myth that government debt has 
never been higher. It was more than three 
times higher after the Second World War 
and that generation built the National 
Health Service and the modern welfare 

state. 

"It is a mad fantasy that the private sector 
will grow if cuts are forced upon the public 
sector. The truth is that the precise opposite 

will happen." 

Mr Bunting said that the burden of the 
crisis should not be loaded on the poor 
and denounced the bankers and wealthy 

elites who are responsible for the crisis. 

"We can stop these cuts if we stand 
together across all sectors of our society, 
not only here but in Wales and Scotland 

and across England. 

"We can stop these cuts when we declare 
that there is an alternative which is both 
fairer and workable and underpinned by 

the retention and creation of jobs in the 
private sector and the retention of jobs in 

the public sector." 

While Peter Bunting is correct is his 
assessment of the myths being peddled 
and where the responsibility for this crisis 
lies, Trade Union leaders also reinforced 
some myths of their own on the day. 
While workers are coming out onto the 
streets to show their anger at ongoing 
attacks Patricia McKeown outlined 
everything that is wrong with the NIC-ICTU 
strategy of „resistance‟ when she called on 
local and Westminster politicians to “join 
the people” in opposition to these cuts. 
This is a dead-end strategy that fosters 
illusions that politicians are interested in or 
capable of „representing‟ us. It is one that 
some politicians, afraid of growing 
unpopularity going hand-in-hand with 
growing working-class anger, will take 
advantage of. Already Sinn Fein, no 
strangers to imposing cuts, promoting 
privatisation and claiming one thing while 
doing the other (pushing for water 
charges while publically opposing them) 
are launching a bill board campaign 

opposing cuts. 

Another „day of action‟ has been called 
for the 23rd October and Patricia 
declared that this is the start of the „fight 
back!‟ demanding tens of thousands turn 
out on the day. Undoubtedly tens of 

thousands of us should and must turn out in 
opposition to cuts on the 23rd October but 
this will not be enough to win. A 
meaningful fight-back must be based on 
industrial action. Workers, unionised and 
non-unionised do have the ability to 
defeat the cuts and taxes that politicians 
in Westminster and Stormont are trying to 
implement. It is the ability to withdraw our 
labour and bring the whole of Northern 
Ireland, the republic and the rest of the 
UK to a standstill that will defeat the cuts. 
Not the strategy of appeasing politicians 
and talk, talk, talk at public rallies - we 
need to walk! We need to organise for a 
general strike against the greatest attack 

on the working-class in decades. 


